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1. Background Science
2. Curing Adhesives in Electronics Assembly

3. Drying of Electrodes on Li Ion Batteries   

Variable Frequency 
Microwave  

 

 

Using VFM”, Expert has the capability to design Spot 
cure of adhesives at the bond lines - similiar to a tack 
weld, provides a rapid and secure attachment of carbon 
fiber components and allows assembly line to continue 
moving at production rates. Rapid drying of battery 
electrodes and other materials prior to packaging

Variable Frequency

By Tuning the “recipe“ for the VFM heating, i.e. the 
central frequency, power and temperature control, 
different results can be produced, allowing for precise 
process control for the desired application.

One of the main benefits of VFM is that introducing metallic 
components into  the field will not automatically produce 
arcing. however, it is the shape of the metallic object 
introduced will influence the microwave field including 
carbon fibers in composite assemblies.



Drying of Electrodes used in 
Li Ion Batteries

Curing Adhesives in 
Electronics Assembly

+   Underfill and encapsulation on chips & wire bonds
+   In Line or batch continuous system
+   Active semiconductor devices 
+   Faster cycles & lower temperature
+   Cure of polymer films on circuitry

Lambda Technologies is a capital equipment and process development 
company providing unique solutions for processing advanced materials.  
Variable Frequency Microwave (VFM) technology offers broadband 
control for uniform, selective heating in a wide range of markets.  
Lab tools provide material researchers ability to process multiple 
samples uniformly, evaluate frequency effect, and process in presence 
of metals or circuits.  Production scale up is inherent with VFM, 
proven worldwide for curing adhesives and polymer coatings in the 
semiconductor industry.

+   Cathode & Anode drying of electrode slurry
+   Continuous flow web processing
+   Faster cycle & thicker films 
+   Residual moisture removal prior to packaging
+   Rapid drying of battery electrodes and other materials                                 
      prior to packaging


